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Early this year of 2018, Bitcoin had plunge for over 78 percent from its all time high in the middle of 
December 2017. This fall affected not even Bitcoin’s Popularity but also pull the price of leading 
alternative coins (ALT COINS) which includes Ethereum, Ethereum Classic, Bitcoin Cash, Ripple and many 
more. But it is not necessarily a bad thing for leading Cryptocurrency or altcoins. This only show that the 
euphoric phase has ended and other investor fled the market and the most interested participants who 
believe and had a better conviction remains. That is why we as a member of this community believes 
that we had a better future in investing with cryptocurrency like BITCOIN, ETHEREUM, ETHEREUM 
CLASSIC and other coins or tokens. 
 
BTC/USDT 
All bears were able to take advantage of the breakdown hitting bellow $8200 level of BITCOIN last 
March 14. Price of BITCOIN is still unstable which means and showing strong buying support at lower 
levels. 

 
Currently, BTC/USDT is on buying point. 
 
ETH/USDT 
Ethereum have a stong support reaching $654.02. If bulls break out of this tight range which is $654 - 
$754, the rally will begun to its $800 level where it will face strong resistance. Once it cross the next 
resistance will be $900. Trading doesn’t offer a good risk reward ratio to those who are swing traders, 
but day trader can buy now and have quick profit.  

 
Chart must maintain this level to prevent breakdown of range, and can fall into $500 deep.  
 



BCH/USD 
Bitcoin Cash on the other hand is on silence to its level $1,000 - $1,100 and facing resistance in 
downtrend. Bears must defend $1,150 to $1,200 status. 

 
 
XRP/USDT 
At $0.73 level. Ripple remain bound in couple of days. If crypto industry improves, XRP/USDT pair will 
have a great rally to hit $1.22 in possible. Trader now can buy ripple but please remember this coin has a 
reputation in long term position. 

 
 
All in all the cryptocurrency industry is just starting. People are more concern to it’s long term position 
and that is the main reason why we in ETHTRADE.CLUB are lunching a platform where your investment 
are in good hands because we are using ETHEREUM SMART CONTRACT. We use a smart contract for 
Ethereum, as a guarantor that nothing will happen to your funds. Because your funds are not stored by 
us, but on Ethereum smart contract. Each partner can track all the information in the blockchain. 
 
Build your future today: 
https://ethtrade.club/  
 
See investor page here: 
https://ethtrade.club/page/forinvestors  
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